
Early math activities for you and your child to enjoy together. 

Babies Count - Walk across the room with your baby. Count each step out loud. 
Toddlers Count - Take a walk together and count how many trucks pass you on the 
street.   
Preschoolers Count - Make dinner together. Count and measure the ingredients. 
How many pieces, cups, teaspoons, slices, etc. did you use?  
Kindergarteners Count - Practice skip counting by fives from 5 to 100. Gather 100 
pennies, put them in piles of five, and count the piles by 5s.  
Grade School Kids Count - Practice telling time with your child to the hour or half-
hour. Practice with different types of clocks and watches. Use both digital and analog 
clocks and watches.

Babies Play - Use your baby’s toys to make comparisons. Talk about which toy is 
biggest and which is smallest. Talk about the toys that are about the same size.  
Toddlers Play - Play with play dough! Make different size play dough worms and 
compare the sizes. Can you make a worm bigger than your toe? your foot? your arm? 
Preschoolers Play - Play with water. Pour water from a cup into different size 
containers. How many cups of water will fit into each container? Find out which 
container will hold the most.  
Kindergarteners Play - Make a boat that will float with five pennies inside. Try 
making boats with different materials – popsicle sticks, tinfoil, modeling clay, paper, 
etc. See how many pennies your boat can hold without sinking. 
Grade School Kids Play - Play the game Piglet. Find instructions at https://bit.ly/
31EvlyV.

Babies Explore - Let your baby explore different spaces. Where will your baby fit? A 
cardboard box, under the table, a corner of a room, a cereal box?  
Toddlers Explore - Explore sound. Make percussion music with pots and pans. How 
does the pot sound when struck with a hand? with a stick?   
Preschoolers Explore - Explore a plant. Notice the shape and size of the plant’s 
leaves. Measure the length of the leaves.  
Kindergarteners Explore - Explore volume. Find four containers of different shapes 
and sizes. Find out which one holds the most. Which one holds the least? 
Grade School Kids Explore - Explore measuring tools. Figure out when it makes 
sense to measure objects in inches, feet, yards, and miles. What unit of measurement 
would you use to measure your height, the distance to another city, a pencil’s length?
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